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From concept through design and
manufacture, to installation and after
sales support, Tong specialises in
producing technically advanced,
custom built machinery for grading,
washing and handling a wide range of
crop in the most efficient and gentle way.

PROVIDING A
WORLD CLASS
SERVICE TO
THE POTATO
& VEGETABLE
INDUSTRY
SINCE 1930
With engineering roots dating back to
1930, Tong Engineering has over 85
years of experience in manufacturing
robust and reliable handling
equipment, from single machines
to full bespoke systems.
As a family-run business, now in its fourth generation
with managing director Edward Tong and his father
Charles at the forefront of the company,Tong is one
of the world’s leading designers and manufacturers of
handling equipment for the vegetable industry.
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Now supplying quality machinery to
over 50 countries worldwide, Tong has
vegetable handling expertise that is
second to none. So whether you grow
brassicas in Lincolnshire, onions in America,
carrots in Spain or potatoes in South East
Asia, you all share a common goal: to achieve
the quality and consistency demanded by the food
retailer, whilst maximising profitability. The provision
of robust and reliable potato and vegetable
handling machinery which offers the gentlest
handling whilst saving time, reducing costs and
increasing productivity is more important than ever.
We look forward to discussing your handling
objectives, and working with you to achieve them.
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Tong has unrivalled experience
in designing and building
the most gentle,
efficient and
advanced mobile
grading machine on
the market. Built to last,
with the latest technical
advancements and intelligent
controls, the Caretaker ensures
ultimate grading efficiency
and productivity.

Tong’s unique and intelligent Pro-Series control interface can be specified as part of the popular auto-touch HMI control system,
offering a number of advanced and highly-proactive features that have been designed to ensure ease of control, minimal downtime
and the very best performance.
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Smart features that make all the difference

RANT

Y

All electric
direct driven
motors using over
50% less energy

E

Leading the way...

D

GRADING

CARETAKER MOBILE GRADER
LED Inspection
Lighting

All sizes. All throughputs
SELECT YOUR CLEANER

TAILOR YOUR DESIGN

Take your pick of the market’s leading cleaners
to suit your requirements. From the high
performance EasyClean to stars and coils. The
choice is yours.

Our expert engineers take your specific
requirements, however large or small, and
design a Caretaker that is configured to meet
every one of them.

ADVANCED CONTROL

INTELLIGENT DIAGNOSTICS

Auto-Touch HMI Control

E-Stop Alerts

Instant & automatic cleaner
and Caretaker control at your
fingertips

Know when emergency stop
buttons have been activated and
their exact location

Blue lnverter Technology

Real-Time Notifications

Continuous Reporting

The very best energy efficiency
with Inverter Variable Speed
Direct Driven Motors

Receive notifications of any
areas for attention as and when
they happen

Regular reporting on machine
status gives high level operator
intelligence at all times

PROACTIVE MAINTENANCE

!

Maintenance Scheduling
Get accurate info on the run time
of components, for proactive
maintenance scheduling

TIME SAVING OPTIONS
NEXT GENERATION GRADING

Integrated Optical Sorting
Take your Caretaker capabilities to the
next level.
Tong is proud to offer a new and advanced
option on all Caretaker graders, to
integrate accurate optical sorting on dirty
crop, for the effective removal of stones
and debris without the need for manual
sorting and inspection. Our market
leading grader, with market leading
technology, to reduce costs and
improve consistency.
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Multi-Camera Monitoring
Easy and instant viewing of multiple areas
of the Caretaker, allowing machine status
checks from one central location.
Trailer Reversing Sensors
Your hopper loading co-pilot! A popular
option for making trailer reversing quicker,
safer, easier and more accurate.
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Key Features

STOREMAKER

Key Features

Clean the load, hit the road

All Sizes
1.8m to 2.4m wide

All Sizes
1.2m to 2.4m wide

The newly designed Fieldloader
offers all the
efficiencies and
savings of Tong’s
flagship grader, the
Caretaker, with the added
benefit of facilitating in-field and
multi-site cleaning and inspection
straight from the harvester and
directly loading into bulker lorries for
onward travel and processing.

All Throughputs
Up to 100 tph

Compact cleaning, whenever
& wherever you need it

Unrivalled
cleaning
performance

Fully mobile on
one chassis

Fully mobile, the Tong Storemaker is a new generation hopper cleaner,
perfect for cleaning a wide variety of crop prior to
storage or loading. Built to offer high throughput cleaning
on the go, the Storemaker can be manufactured
with a choice of cleaning units, including
Tong’s EasyClean separator,
coils or stars.

LOADING

LOADING

FIELDLOADER

All Throughputs
Up to 100 tph

Choice of
cleaning unit

Choose the Fieldloader for
reliable and efficient in-field crop
cleaning and loading.
Clean crop ready for
storage, or loading
Gentle & even
trailer loading with
remote control

Effective soil
and debris
removal

COMPACT TRANSPORT-MODE DESIGN
Tong’s Fieldloader can now be built with a unique automatic transport-mode function
which features a powered elevator section that automatically retracts back under the
cleaning and inspecting sections of the machine, making the unit as short as possible
when towing on the road.
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Tong’s range of cleaners offers an advanced and reliable solution for all crop cleaning solutions.

CLEANING

CLEANING

Crop Cleaning at its Best

Tong’s coil and star cleaning units can be specified with a choice of fixed or adjustable
shafts, in a 4, 6 or 8 row configuration, and in standard widths from 0.6m to 2.4m wide.

AUTO-TOUCH HMI CONTROL

Unrivalled cleaning
in all conditions
The Tong EasyClean separator offers
truly unmatched crop cleaning
performance and control.
With inverter direct drive motors
on every shaft, the EasyClean is
powered by Tong’s all electric
Blue-Inverter Technology for the
very best energy efficiency, minimal
maintenance and ultimate control.
With a proven track record since its
launch over 10 years ago, the

EasyClean separator is widely known
as the most effective separator on

the market, for dependable
performance whatever the weather.

In order to achieve the
very best control of crop
cleaning in all conditions,
Tong’s Auto-Touch HMI
touch screen control offers
customers a simplified ‘touch of a
button’ means of setting the machine
to suit different crop cleaning
requirements. Users can select crop
conditions such as ‘Wet’ or ‘Dry’ and
crop type from the display menu,
setting the machine to automatically
change the speed, position and
direction of the cleaning rollers at the
touch of a button. This makes
setting the separator for different
loads exceptionally quick and easy.

COIL CLEANER

STAR CLEANER

Available with your choice of steel or PU
(polyurethane) coil shafts, the Tong coil
cleaner offers gentle yet effective crop
cleaning in medium to light soil conditions.

Designed to incorporate a choice of 14 or
18 fingered heavy duty PU (polyurethane)
stars, the Tong star cleaner can be
specified with the option of a Verticam
system for improved self-cleaning of stars.
The Verticam system removes and
prevents soil build-up between the star’s
fingers and ensures the star cleaner
remains effective in medium to heavy
soil conditions.

> Carrot, parsnip, salad potato and smaller
diameter crop variety specification:
110mm diameter tight wound coil shafts
with a 10mm shaft gap.
> Large diameter crops including main
crop potatoes, red beet and onion (for
effective husk removal) specification:
100mm diameter tight wound coils with
a 20mm shaft gap.

CARTRIDGE-STYLE DESIGN
Tong’s coil and star cleaner separators are built to a cartridge-style design;
for easy interchange with other cleaning units, and simple removal for
service and maintenance.
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THE CHOICE IS YOURS

GRADING

GRADING

Single Grading Units... to complete Grading Lines
Tong’s industry leading EasyGrade screen modules are configurable
in any length or combination of your choice, offering a grading
solution for every crop sizing and throughput requirement.
With a standard length of 1.6m, Tong’s single EasyGrade screens
are manufactured to suit a wide range of crop from potatoes and
onions to brussel sprouts and bulbs.
Tong’s EasyGrade extended screen modules are 300mm
longer than the standard model, a total screen length of 1.9m.
The additional length allows for even better separation of
tubers in particularly high throughput or extreme conditions.
Super-extended screen modules are also available at a length of 2.2m.
> Square or Hexagonal Screen
Choose from square or hexagonal steel grading screens
to suit your crop. Hexagonal screens are a popular choice
for effective onion grading.
> Rubber or Steel
> Standard Widths
0.6m, 0.9m, 1.2m, 1.5m, 1.8m, 2m and 2.4m

WORLD CLASS
SCREEN GRADING

> Standard screen sizes from 20mm to 120mm

Twin Screen Module

Accurate. Gentle. Fast.
As one of the world’s largest manufacturers
of steel grading screens, Tong has unrivalled
expertise in manufacturing vegetable grading
systems that guarantee the gentlest handling
and accurate results, with capacities from
10 to 100 tons per hour.
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Triple Screen Module

Extended Screen Module

INDUSTRY LEADING CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

!

Auto-Touch HMI Control

E-Stop Alerts

Instant & automatic equipment
control at your fingertips

Know when emergency stop
buttons have been activated and
their exact location

Maintenance Scheduling

Blue lnverter Technology

Real-Time Notifications

Continuous Reporting

The very best energy
efficiency with Inverter
Variable Speed Direct Driven Motors

Receive notifications of any
areas for attention as and when
they happen

Regular reporting on machine
status gives high level operator
intelligence at all times

Get accurate info on the run time
of components, for proactive
maintenance scheduling
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Adjustable grading that suits you
Flexible in its use for a wide range
of crops including potatoes, carrots,
onions, parsnips, brussel sprouts,
celeriac, swedes and bulbs, the Tong
Lift Roller Grader is manufactured
based on customer grade band
requirements and crop type, with
the option of adjusting grade band
settings to suit different crop
varieties and sizes. Often a choice
of growers or packers handling long
shaped product, the Lift Roller
Grader offers accurate grading with
throughputs ranging from 5 to
40 tons per hour.
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Smart features that make the grade
Robust stainless
steel rollers

Fully adjustable
grade bands

Infeed spreader section
for even crop flow

Built to suit your exact requirements, Tong Lift Roller Graders feature the latest technical advancements and can now be specified
with intelligent control options that significantly improve ease of use, throughput volumes and handling speed.

AUTO-TOUCH HMI CONTROL

BLUE INVERTER TECHNOLOGY

INFEED SPREADER SECTION

Tong’s Auto-Touch HMI
controls allow grade
bands on the lift roller
grader to be altered in
seconds. On standard
models changing of the grade bands
is performed manually. By adding
the latest Auto-Touch HMI controls,
roller settings can be changed
instantly and automatically. To make
adjustments even easier for users,
the HMI touch screen control unit
can be set with pre-determined
programs, each with a different
combination of grade bands, set to
suit different crop and contract
demands. With the option to select any
one of the programs within seconds,
users can switch between crop
varieties and contract specifications
quickly and easily, offering huge
savings in time, labour and costs.

All Tong Lift Roller Graders are built with
Tong’s Blue Inverter Technology, with all
electric Inverter Variable Speed Drive,
offering the very best energy efficiency
and exceptional energy savings.

A popular option on the Lift Roller Grader
is an infeed spreader section of 6
rubber-covered rollers that do exactly
what the name suggests – spreads the crop
evenly across the width of the grading
machine. Driven via its own independent
motor, the spreader section helps to achieve
higher accuracy of grading, particularly
when operating under higher throughputs.

GRADING

GRADING

LIFT ROLLER GRADING
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MOBILE
ELEVATORS
Tong manufactures a range of mobile elevators suitable
for gently handling a wide variety of crop; making
transport and loading much quicker, easier and flexible.

ELEVATORS

HOPPERS

Engineered to last

MOBILE ELEVATOR – 75L
Robust Construction
Tong hoppers feature a heavy duty steel gauge design,
consisting of chain and lathe construction. With heavy duty
4” pitch chains as standard and dual driven drive shafts,
Tong hoppers wider than 1800mm are also constructed
with a central runner fitted to the hopper chassis, offering
additional robust support to the hopper lathes.

Tong mobile elevators are available in standard lengths ranging
from 3m to 12m long, and two belt widths of 600mm and
900mm. The elevator’s heavy duty rubber belts feature 35mm
high cleats giving effective elevation of all crop types and
waste materials.
> Available with a
choice of manual
or hydraulic lift
for easy
adjustment of the
elevator’s height
and angle.
> Fixed or variable
speed motors.

EASYLOAD EXTENDING ELEVATOR
Heavy Duty Belts
Tong hopper belts are built using heavy duty reinforced
EP250 rubber chevron belting with vulcanised V cleats.
Heavy duty PVC pocket belts can also be specified
depending on your requirements.

HOPPERS
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Available in two models; with a 600mm or a 900mm wide soft
rubber 25mm cleated belt, the EasyLoad features a gentle
‘safedown’ attachment that lowers into the bulker lorry to
reduce the drop during the early stages of loading.
> Fully extended
length is 14.1m
long, retracting
to only 9.1m for
easy transport.

Custom built to perform
Tong has unrivalled expertise in building the
highest quality, robust and reliable infeed hoppers.
Custom built to suit any throughput, handle almost
any product, in any situation, when you choose Tong
you chose a hopper that is built to perform, and
engineered to last.

The flagship model of Tong’s mobile elevating range, Tong’s
EasyLoad extending elevator is designed to offer quick and
easy store or bulker loading.

Rubber Lined Infeed
Tong hoppers are lined with rubber ‘soft-landing’ at the infeed
section, for the gentlest receiving and handling of crops.
19

Options

The Market’s Leading Box Filler

Gentle. Robust. Efficient. Reliable.

> Doorstop Belt

EasyFill box fillers are available in a range of models including Mini, Midi, Maxi and Mega based on the size of your box and tonnage
requirements. Fully automatic operation via a micro processor and crop sensors, the EasyFill gently fills boxes by reaching deep
into and traversing over the box for an evenly filled box everytime.

EasyFill twin box fillers have
made Tong the number one
in box handling machinery.
The machine’s unique
Doorstop belt offers
the gentlest
handling of crop,
with rubber fingers
that gently hold
crop without the
need for conventional
curtain hoods.
One reversible
crop conveyor with
lowering ends makes box
filling easy, fast and gentle,
with minimum drop.

> Feed Elevator
> Frequency Inverters
(3 phase supply only)

MINI EASYFILL

MIDI EASYFILL

MAXI EASYFILL

> Single conveyor - lowering end sections
1280mm long, centre section 1800mm

> Single conveyor - lowering end sections
1580mm long, centre section 1800mm

> Single conveyor - lowering end sections
1580mm long, centre section 2400mm

> Automatic Box Detection

> Automatic Box Detection

> Automatic Box Detection

> Auto Socket and Plug

> Auto Socket and Plug

> Auto Socket and Plug

> For boxes up to 1050mm high

> For boxes up to 1200mm high

> Suitable for box length:
1200mm - 1800mm

> Suitable for box length:
1500mm - 1800mm

> Designed to work directly off the end
of 1800mm Caretaker grading system

FILLING

FILLING

EASYFILL BOX FILLER

> For boxes up to 1200mm high
> Suitable for box length:
1500mm - 1800mm

Unique Doorstop belt
Easy to use controls

2048

915

1200

OVERALL DIMENSIONS - MIDI EASYFILL

6250

Box Filler Elevator
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UNIFILL BIG BAG
& BOX FILLER

Key Features
Gentle Handling
Gentle handling with rising bag
platforms to automatically lift and
subsequently lower the bag to and
from the feed conveyor for minimal
drop and the gentlest handling.

HOW IT WORKS

Optimum Safety
For ultimate safety, PVC safety curtains
are fitted as standard to cover the area
under the platform to prevent access
whilst in operation.
> Fully automatic, micro processor
control via probes

The JetFill big bag filler is a high capacity machine for the efficient filling of bags
up to 1200kg capacity, designed with throughput and careful handling in mind.

Versatile Filler for Big Bags & Boxes

> Manual override to control panel

The Tong UniFill offers conveniently universal filling of boxes and big bags
for those who require the facility to do both on a regular basis.

HOW IT WORKS

1850

2975

3170

4000
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SPECIFICATION DATA

2490

3196.6

The Tong UniFill operates with a twin
elevator system fed by one reversible
crop conveyor. The machine fills using
one elevator at a time, lowering the
elevator into the bag and as the bag
fills, the elevator rises. When full, the
reversible conveyor automatically
reverses to feed the other vertical
elevator. When box filling, the
conveyor traverses over the box
allowing vertical elevators to fill
boxes evenly and gently.

2900

4255

SPECIFICATION DATA

Belt powered platforms lift empty bags
to a reversible conveyor which feeds
crop into the bag. As the bag fills, crop
sensors lower the bag platform until
the bag is full. Once one bag is full, the
conveyor belt stops and reverses to fill
the bag on the other side. When bags
are full, the platform lowers further again
so the bag is suspended by its handles.
The weight of the crop stretches the
bag, ensuring crop fills the bag correctly
and the bag sits suitably on a pallet. The
platform then lifts the full bag a little and
solenoid rams release the bag handles.
The bag can then be removed on its
pallet by a forklift. The semi-automatic
cycle continues as long as filled bags
are replaced by empty ones. Also, for
ultimate safety, PVC safety curtains
cover the area under the platform to
prevent access whilst in operation.

Gentle Handling
Gentle handling with rubber fingered
belt to cradle crop until it reaches the
big bag/box.
Multi-purpose
Versatile machine offers efficient
filling of both big bags and boxes in
one machine. The UniFill offers gentle
filling up to 18 tons per hour.

High Throughput
The JetFill offers high throughput big
bag filling that features easy bag
removal and replacement, for gentle
filling of 1 ton big bags, up to 40 tons
per hour.

High Capacity Big Bag Filler

Key Features

FILLING

FILLING

JETFILL BIG
BAG FILLER

4620
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Affordable big bag filling
If you’re looking for an affordable
big bag filling solution that offers
automatic operation and is gentle
on crop, Tong’s SoloFill big bag
filler could be just what you need.
Manufactured as a single or twin
machine, this bag filler is ideal for
lower throughput bag filling
requirements.

> 500mm and 600mm wide
> Twin model available

HOW IT WORKS
A flighted belt elevator carefully
delivers crop to the SoloFill’s powered
cascade. Once big bags are placed
onto the elasticated handle holders,
the cascade is manually lowered into
the bottom of the big bag. As the big
bag fills, the crop sensor automatically
lifts the cascade to ensure a continuous
flow of crop, with minimal drop. The
crop sensor automatically stops the
feed of crop once the bag is full.
1696

4228.6

635

Gentle Handling
Featuring a uniquely designed, rubber
powered cascade, crop gently cascades
down a series of closely positioned
chutes; ensuring crop is always placed
into the bag with minimal drop.
Standard Models

SPECIFICATION DATA

STONE & CLOD
SEPARATOR
Reliable separation
of small crop
and stones
Tong’s stone and clod separators
are popularly used alongside static
or mobile grading systems to
effectively separate stone and clod
from small crop, allowing better crop
utilisation and reduced waste.

HOW IT WORKS
The stone and clod separator features
a receiving conveyor where crop and
stones are presented onto from the
grading system. Product then passes
onto a heavy duty rotating clod roller,
often referred to as a bounce roller;
crop such as potatoes, transfer from
the roller onto a flighted product
elevator. Stones and clod do not
bounce, and instead fall onto a
reversible side-delivery waste conveyor
which transfers all waste into a skip
or waste box.

DRY BRUSHER

Key Features

Removes excess soil effectively and fast

Suitable for all throughputs

Tong’s dry brusher is popularly used to remove stubborn soil from potatoes,
or excess husk from onions; for an additional yet gentle clean of crop. The dry
brusher can be specified as a single flat-bed machine, or with the option of
a large, adjustable rotating top brush for enhanced cleaning results.

Standard Widths
> 600mm - 1800mm wide

HOW IT WORKS
The dry brusher incorporates a series
of heavy duty brush shafts that rotate to
gently clean crop whilst transferring it
forward along the brusher’s bed for
onward processing.

2827.5

3414.6

42
50
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Key Features

CLEANING

FILLING

SOLOFILL BIG
BAG FILLER
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TIPPING

TIPPING

Tip Top Performance, every time
Designed in mild or stainless steel construction, Tong box and big
bag tippers are built to perform in the most demanding situations.
Offering gentle, automatic and complete emptying of boxes and bags,
Tong offers a tipper to suit every requirement, with throughputs up to
50 tonnes per hour.

BOX TIPPER
Manufactured in two standard models,
with the choice of a heavy duty 150 or
160 degree tipping mechanism, Tong’s
best selling box tipper ensures
reliability and consistent throughput.

BOX AND
BIG BAG TIPPERS

> 150 Box Tipper
A popular choice for tipping one ton
boxes, Tong’s 150 degree box tipper
is capable of tipping up to 40 tons
of crop per hour.

Key Features

Featuring Tong’s Blue Inverter Technology
controlled motors, the Revolver box tipper
is fully electric, making the unit even more
energy efficient than standard
box tippers.

The Revolver box tipper is the next
generation in vegetable box tipping;
completely removing the need for
hydraulic tipping mechanisms,
making it Tongs’ most advanced and
energy efficient box tipper to date.

Reduced Forklift Movement

Based on a revolutionary patented
design, instead of a traditional pivot
tipping action, Tong’s Revolver box
tipper securely clamps boxes in
position whilst tipping them with a
unique forward rolling motion,
offering exceptionally gentle, yet fast
and complete emptying of boxes.

All Electric Drive

A continuous load/unload process means
minimal forklift movement; saving time
and increasing throughput.
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> 160 Box Tipper
Tong’s heavy duty 160
degree box tipper is built
to tip boxes weighing up
to 2 tons. Designed with
the latest ram tipping
mechanism and enhanced
linkage strength, the 160
tipper is the 150 tipper’s
beefed-up big brother!

BIG BAG TIPPER

SIDE EJECT TIPPER

Tong’s heavy duty 160 degree tipper can
be specified as a Big Bag model, suitable
for tipping 1 ton big bags. For ultimate
flexibility, the 160 tipper can be specified
as a Big Bag and Box model which is
designed to tip both Big Bags and Boxes
safely and effectively.

For high throughput box tipping with a
continuous load and unload cycle, Tong’s
Side Eject box tipper is built upon the
single 160 box tipper design, with the
addition of a heavy duty side eject
mechanism that pushes empty boxes
to the side, clear of the tipping cradle,
allowing full boxes to be presented much
quicker. This innovative, low maintenance
design ensures a continuous feed of crop
to the processing line and throughputs up
to 50 tons of crop per hour.

BUILT-IN POWER EFFICIENCY
All Tong box tippers are built with an energy
efficient power-saving mode which identifies and
shuts off the tipper when not in use.
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Key Features

SKIPS & BINS

WEIGHERS

WEIGHERS

SKIPS & BINS

1025 WEIGHER
> In-bag weighing
> Weight range 12.5kg to 50kg
> Up to 10 tph

2507/2509 WEIGHER
> Tank weighing
> Weight range 12.5kg to 50kg
> Up to 9 tph

2514 WEIGHER
> Tank weighing
> Weight range 12.5kg to 25kg
> Up to 10 tph

Tong manufactures a range of vegetable weighing machines, suitable for
effectively weighing crop into bags and trays ranging from 12.5kg to 50kg.

2520 WEIGHER

SELF TIP SKIPS

BIG BAG BINS

> Twin tank weighing

Tong Self Tip Skips are the
ideal solution for collecting
general waste & keeping your
premises clean & tidy.

Tong Big Bag Bins offer a simple, economical and versatile
solution for filling one ton big bags and sacks.

> Weight range 12.5kg to 50kg
> Up to 15 tph

> Automatic tip & return
on lever release

> Holding capacity 1200kg/1.9 cubic metres
> ‘Bomb Door’ opening with manual handle
> Fork-lift tubes & bag holding arms

> 1 and 2 ton models
> Mild & Stainless Steel

Image Caption
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